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Abstract 

It is significant that adopt text recognition at mobile devices to care human’s health. 

We observed that although OCR is very suit for recognizing scanned documents, it has 

poor performation on mobile photoes, which suffer from unequal lighting, clutter, skew, 

or poor image quality. Therefore, a new algorithm is proposed that take a series of 

measures to deal with these tough situations of mobile images. This work includes three 

main steps. Firstly we adopt perspective correction to rectify the distortion of an image. 

Secondly we use filter to further eliminate the effect of noisy in image. Finally we apply 

text segmentation to effective measure each text row of image. Compared to OCR text 

recogniztion success rate 34.7%, the success rate of our method is 65.8%. Experimental 

results show that the proposed algorithm greatly improves the accuracy of text 

recognition.  
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1. Introduction 
It is significant that the spectrum of industries resulting has been applied into document 

processing, especially from 1950 [1]. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) has converted 

the scanned documents or image files into completely searchable documents, which can 

recognize the text content with computers. OCR is widely applied in many fields such as 

health care industry [2], digital libraries [3], automatic number plate recognition [4], 

CAPTCHA [5], handwritten recognition [6] and optical music recognition [7]. 

A classical OCR system includes the following main steps [8]:  

(1) Image preprocessing, such as correction of image orientation, perspective 

correction and noise attenuation; 

(2) Image binarization, often carry out adaptively [9]; 

(3) Segmentation [10], which is frequently hierarchical. First we recognize the page 

layout and detect text region such as figures, tables etc.,. Then it divided into text 

paragraphs and individual lines. At last these lines are segmented into words, and words 

are segmented into characters); 

(4) Actual recognition, which usually includes two kinds of methods that are 

unsupervised and unsupervised [11]; 

(5) postprocessing using the guide of spellchecker. 

As the development of mobile devices (mobile phone etc.,) having high-quality 

cameras, using technology of OCR to care the health of people has significant meaning. 

In this study, a new method was developed to recognize the line items of nutrition facts 

labels, then it make people easy to record a daily diet log. 

We observed that although OCR is very suit for recognizing scanned documents, it has 

poor performation on mobile photoes, which suffer from unequal lighting, clutter, skew, 
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or poor image quality [8]. Therefore, we took a series of measures to deal with these 

tough situations of  mobile images. The main contribution of this work includes three 

advantages. The first one is using perspective correction to rectify the distortion of an 

image. The second one is adopting filter to eliminate the effect of noisy in image. The last 

one is using text segmentation to effective measure each text row of image. Experimental 

results show that the proposed algorithm is effective in the accuracy of word recognition 

greatly improvement.  

 

2. Image Preprocessing 

In order to obtain a high word recognition rate, our image preprocessing addresses two 

common problems, which are noise removed and perspective distortion. This section 

includes four steps. First, perspective distortion is corrected using manually operation. 

Second, the color image is binarized to remove noise. Third, for the noisy bright regions 

corresponding no line in the fact labels, these regions are filtered out. Finally, each facts 

line of text is segmented for recognition. 

 

2.1. Perspective Correction 

Due to the position of the digital camera is often not orthogonally to the fact table in 

normal circumstances, the obtained region is a parallelogram or a trapezoid, but not a 

rectangle that we needed. As shown in Figure 1, an Image is distorted due to improper 

camera positioning. A large number of experiments demonstrate that these distortions 

seriously reduce the accuracy of word recognition. 

 

 

Figure 1. Distorted Image 

We first determine the quadrilateral including the fact labels. We can manually carry 

out this operation or use other effective technique. 

We define I as the image including the whole fact labels. We define four points of 

quadrilateral as following 

qlt = (xqlt , yqlt )

qlb = (xqlb , yqlb )

qrt = (xqrt , yqrt )

qrb = (xqrb , yqrb )                                                                                                                                                                                    (1)

 

where qlt is left top point, qlb is left bottom point, qrt is right top point, qrb is right 

bottom point of the quadrilateral. 

The new rectangle’s dimensions are computed as  
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M X =
lqlt _ rt + lqlb_ rb

2

MY =
lqrt _ lb + lqrb_ lt

2

                                                                                                                  (2) 

where lqlt_rt denotes the length of point qlt to point qrt, as shown in Figure 2. 

We define all of the points including fact label in new image as 

IM = (i, j),i =1...MX , j =1...MY
                                                                                (3) 

We interpolate the color of the pixel using follow equation 

qlt _ j =
j × xqrt + (M X - j) × xqlt

M X

,qlt _ i =
j × yqrt + (M X - j) × yqlt

M X

qrt _ j =
j × xqrt + (MY - j) × xqlb

MY

,qrt _ i =
j × yqrt + (MY - j) × yqlb

MY

qlb_ j =
j × xqlb + (M X - j) × xqrb

M X

,qlt _ i =
j × yqlb + (M X - j) × yqrb

M X

qrb_ j =
j × xqlt + (MY - j) × xqrb

MY

,qrt _ i =
j × yqlt + (MY - j) × yqrb

MY

                                     (4) 

In order to copy point from source image to pixel (i,j) in new image, we use equation 

(5) to evaluate the point’s coordinate (x,y). 

 

 

Figure 2. Setting the Bounding Rectangle of Text Area 

2.2. Binarization 

For purpose of region filtering, the color image first is binarized to remove noise. We 

smooth out the high frequency noise of the image with median filtering, which size is 5*5. 

The result is shown in Figure 3(a). Next, to decrease intensity of the bright regions and 

improve shadowed areas, we use adaptive histogram equalization. Using locally adaptive 

thresholding with patch of 15*15 pixels, image is then binarized, as shown in Figure 3(b). 

Specifically, we set each pixel in a patch to zero, when the maximum intensity value of 

this patch is less than 0.35. 
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(a)                                           (b) 

Figure 3. Image Binarization. (a) Gray Image. (b) Adapt Thresholding Image 

2.3. Filtering 

After image binarization, the task is eliminating the effect of noisy bright areas, which 

are not rows in the fact table, as shown in Figure 4(a). We first remove small areas with 

eccentricity below 0.97, which can make we to obtain thin and long areas as lines. We set 

the largest areas number equal to 180. According the feature that lines are parallel on fact 

table, we compute the orientation of each remaining areas and find the largest cluster. We 

remove the areas that have bigger distance than cluster mean. 

We then obtain a fairly clean mask through these filtering steps. In order to correct the 

image to vertical, we can use a Hough transformation, the result is shown in Figure 4(b). 

However, there have two common issues to address. One is that some small letters stick 

on lines because of blur in the source image. The other one is that extra noise to detected 

lines’ left and right. Therefore, to handle these two problems, we adopt extra filtering 

using column and row strength. We take two effective measures. On the one hand, we set 

each column containing less white pixels to zero, on the other hand, we set each row 

including less white pixels to zero. At last, to connect disjoint lines in the mask, we use 

morphological closing with cell, which structure is thin and long. The result of further 

filtering is shown in Figure 4(c). 
 

   
(a)                                    (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 4. (a) Orientation Filtered. (b) Hough Transformation. (c) Further 
Filtering 

2.4. Text Segmentation 

To improve the correct rate of text recognition, we need to take effective measure that 

segments each text row of image. First, we evaluate text areas’ bounding boxes using the 
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information of lines in the mask. Using the method of Ostu, the corresponding areas are 

segmented and binarized from the source grayscale image. Second, in general, due to the 

fact that some small noise areas would be produced by only using binarization, we adopt 

orientation filtering to further remove noise. At last, we cut every segmented text area 

through clearing away dark and padding white on the boundary. We then further divide 

these text areas by the centers of the areas. 

Comparison of text segmentation is shown in Figure 5, facts lines are clearly 

segmented with our method. 

 

   
 

     
 

                             
                        (a)                                                                                     (b) 

Figure 5. Comparison of Text Segmentation. (a) Direct Text Segmentation 
(b) Text Segmentation with our Method 

3. Recognition 

After preprocessed image, our main task is text recognition. The numeric values and 

text are extracted through optical character recognition. Our OCR engine is a famous 

open-source engine Tesseract, which is most widely used for text recognition in the 

world. Nevertheless, the method of is based on character that results in a low accuracy of 

text recognition, as shown in Figure 6(b). Therefore, to improve the accuracy of text 

recognition, we use token matching based on word to refine the consequence. 

Due to the fact that Tesseract is extremely sensitive to image clutter, skew, and noise, 

particularly for the unsegmented image, segmenting the image is a useful way to increase 

the correct rate of text recognition, as shown in Figure 7. The results of the unsegmented 

image figure and segmented image are compared as shown in Figure 8. It is easy to know 

that accuracy of text recognition of segmented image is much higher than the value of 

unsegmented image. 

In addition, to enhance our algorithm’s capability of correcting misread characters, we 

limit Tesseract to English alphabet, number, and the special characters such as *, •, and 

%, as shown in Figure 6(a). 

We observe an important thing that the finite number of the words can be counted. 

Therefore, with predefining a word database containing all of the words of facts label, we 

can use two token matching algorithms to match Tesseract result to increase our accuracy 

of text recognition. The first matching algorithm is string matching, which search for 

precise shapes of tokens in every line. The second matching algorithm is rank matching, 

which compute the Levenshtein distance between every token in our database and input 

lines. Normalizing the distance according the length of line, we are able to ensure our 

algorithm is fair to all tokens of different length. We define that the lower distance has a 

higher rank and set a threshold to reject obviously inappropriate tokens. 

There has a challenge problem that labels compounded of numbers and letters (e.g., 

‘g’, ’mg’) are difficult to recognize by directly using string matching or rank matching. 

The main reason is that the same words do not exist in our word database. Therefore, after 

obtain both percent and gram values, to eliminate the conflicts between these values, we 
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adopt the suggested daily values of every facts item. For instance, as shown in Figure 8, 

display how our method further improves the text recognition. 
 

   
(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 6. Text Recognition. (a) Source Image. (b) Result of Text 
Recognition with OCR 

              
 

               
(a)                                                 (b) 

Figure 7. (a) Segmented Row  (b) The Segmented Row Result in Cleaner 
Text Outputs 

   
                   (a)                                               (b)                                          (c) 

Figure 8. Text Recognition. (a) Source Text Region. (b) Result of Text 
Recognition with OCR. (c) Result of Text Recognition with word Database 

4. Experiments 

In order to verify the advantage of our method, we conducted many experiments and 

compared the results between our algorithm and directly using OCR. We created an 

image database including 89 images of food items. The values of cholesterol, calories, 

sodium, fat, dietary fiber, carbohydrates, protein, and sugar on image are manually 

checked on and used to verify the function of our method. 

We obtained a comparison result of our algorithm in error rate and average Time, as 

shown in Table 1, in different conditions. These conditions included Raw Image (RI), 
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Naive Match (NM), Segmented Image (SI), Segmented and Perspective Corrected Image 

(SPCI), and Token Match (TM). Only using raw image and naïve match, the error rate 

was the highest value 65.3%, which is 11.8% more than using Segmented Image and is 

15.5% more than using Segmented and Perspective Corrected Image. Using Segmented 

and Perspective Corrected Image and token match, by contrast, it got the lowest error rate 

34.2%, which is 31.1% less than the biggest error rate. These differences are shown more 

apparently in figure 9(a). It demonstrates, using image segmentation and perspective 

correction, our method can yield high quality OCR results. 

On the other hand, our algorithm ran on R2013a MATLAB on an Intel dual-core 

2.4GHZ with 4GB of RAM. As shown in table 1, the average time was calculated on 

image database on 89 images. Due to the fact using image segmentation and perspective 

correction, the average time of our method was 40.5s per image, while the average time of 

using raw image and naive match was 12.7s per image. These differences are shown more 

apparently in Figure 9(b). It indicates, using image segmentation and perspective 

correction, the run time of our method was slower but we obtained high quality result of 

text recognition. 

Table 1. Comparison Result of our Algorithm in Error Rate and Average 
Time 

 RI, NM SI, NM SPCI, NM RI, TM SI, TM SPCI, TM 

Error rate 65.3% 53.5% 49.8% 61.7% 36.6% 34.2% 

Avg Time/s 12.7 34.9 37.3 14.9 37.1 40.5 

 

  
        (a)                                                                          (b) 

Figure 9. Comparison Result of our Algorithm in Error Rate and Average 
Time. (a) Error Rate. (b) Average Time 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presents a new algorithm based on perspective correction and text 

segmentation, which can effectively improve the accuracy of word recognition. The main 

contribution of this work includes three advantages. The first one is using perspective 

correction to rectify the distortion of an image. The second one is adopting filter to 

eliminate the effect of noisy in image. The last one is using text segmentation to effective 

measure each text row of image. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is 

effective in the accuracy of word recognition greatly improvement.  

However, there are still some challenges for word recognition from image. First, for 

the bolded characters, the error rate of word recognition is still very high. In the future, 
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taking advantage of prior knowledge of the word database, we would use template 

matching to search and erode bolded characters, which can enhance the word recognition. 

Second, the challange is image blur, which would affect the accuracy of character 

recognition in some degree. Image blur is difficult to sharpen even using different filters. 

Third, during image segmentation, as the orientation of high-eccentricity clutter and 

barcode detection parallel to the facts lines, our text segmentation is hard to discriminate 

it from table lines.  
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